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Fully automatic bread slicer
in modular construction
T H E R E G O H E R L I T Z I U S G M B H , H A A N , G E R M A N Y, H A S D E V E L O P E D A N E W F U L LY A U T O M A T I C
SLICE D B R E AD MACH I N E DE S IG N E D TO S E T N EW STAN DAR DS I N STR I P B R E AD SLICI NG AN D
I N TH E S U BS EQUE NT PO RT ION I NG OF B R E AD PACKS
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The newly developed fully
automatic plant is constructed in
various modules and can be fitted
with an optional sterilizing tunnel
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SBA 3000 is the name of the new fully automatic bread
slicer developed by the engineers of the Rego Herlitzius
GmbH, Haan, Rhineland. The construction of the plant is
modular.
Module 1 is the bread magazine. It can be designed in different
lengths ranging from 1,000 to 3,000 mm. Loading the bread
magazine is optionally by hand or fully automatic. The bread
strips are then fed into the plant automatically.
Module 2 contains optionally a conventional infeed or an integral sterilizing tunnel that sterilizes the bread strips before
slicing. Sterilizing takes place using an infrared technique
whereby its carbon IR radiators, operating in the short or
medium-wave spectrum, achieve a germicidal temperature
on the bread surface within 5 sec without penetrating deeply
into the bread. An intelligent controller regulates the modules
according to a recipe-dependent surface temperature measured
directly from the bread surface at the tunnel exit.
The company reported that this process considerably increases
the average shelf life of the loaves. The shelf life extension
depends on the production conditions and recipe. Values based
on experience show the minimum shelf life lengthening by
three to eight days.
Module 3 is the newly developed planetary slicing machine
operating at up to 600 rpm. To simplify plant maintenance,
all the components are readily accessible and easy to clean
when the doors and covers are opened. In addition to an automatic bread height adjustment function with an upper and
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lower chain intake feeder controlled by servo-drives operating
in master-slave mode, the freely selectable slice thicknesses
can be approached in a sine-wave function. As a result, the
circular knife cuts through the bread carefully without the
forward feed of the bread pressing against the surface of the
knife. Various sine-wave functions can be selected via a touchscreen panel, enabling optimum positioning characteristics
to be achieved even with different bread consistencies.
A novel circular knife drive technique enables variable cutting speeds (from approx. 10 m/min to 450 m/min) depending on the types of bread being cut. The oiling technique can
also be controlled according to the type of bread. The optimum amount dispensed can be programmed for each type
of bread.
Module 4, the portioner unit, can portion bread packs from
single bread slices up to 500 g packs of bread, and allows
variable production. The capacity equals an output rate of
up to 90 bread packs per minute. Segmenting the bread
lengths into five sections, backed up by correction values for
slice thickness, causes the weight of the bread packs to correspond optimally to the required content weight in spite of
shape fluctuations. In combination with a trend control and
downstream weighing machine, production results with an
accuracy of 3 g are possible. According to Executive Director
Andreas Themann, top and end waste sections can be freely
chosen, and an additional part-pack function in creases the
yield from the bread strips and reduces waste. +++

